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in the Chair, Wilson at Ms right, "the venerable head and
spectacles of Dr. Franklin in conspicuous relief/" and the othei
delegates ranged in some no doubt heroic- composition. Crowds
are said to have gathered before the tavern and eagerly occupied
themselves with identifying the likenesses. Beneath it were two
lines of Pratt's own verse:
"These 88 great men have signed a powerful deed
That better times to us> should very soon succeed."
This was in the first weeks after the signing of the Constitu-
tion, when the Federal Convention was generally approved. But
in the following spring, after a winter of controversy, the Anti-
federalist Independent Gazette on April 24 published a ribald
piece called "A New Federal Song* which fold, or purported to
tell of different treatment of the "federal sign." Some "mis-
chievous Antfs seeing it cut such a dash5' spattered the sign with
filth from the street, particularly the figures o£ the Pennsylvania
delegates: FitzSimons, the Scottish James Wilson, General
Thomas Mifflin, Benjamin Franklin, the ricli Robert Morris, and
one-legged Gouverneur Morris. Or as the stumbling verses put it;
"As for 'Simons and the Caledonian, their eyes were turned green,
And General Tommy, Benny and Bobby, were also unclean.
Bob seemed to hold guineas and Jamie to beg.
But old Harry had told of the man with one leg,"
Nor did the rollicking Antif ederalists confine themselves to the
Pennsylvania .delegates*
"In short, the shape of most of the figures were altered,
And instead of inasqued patriots, rose up rogues ready haltered.
All that was wanted to complete the black scene
Was a gallows that would hold at least ten or fifteen/*
m
No single writer, with pamphlets like trumpets, celebrated the
Constitution as Thomas Paine had celebrated the Declaration of
Independence. The Declaration had been ringing first principles
about liberty and the rights of man. The Constitution was second
thoughts about how that liberty and those rights, once obtained,
might be perpetuated in an orderly government. Instead of the

